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P

hotographers have been known as shadow catchers:

those that dwell at the edge of the frame, taming the light. A
life spent domesticating spectral patterns of matter as they
flow and reform. An image is a mass of moving parts. There
is nothing static here, only relative scales of time and motion.
Liquid traces of the world are temporarily contained and
slowed to a fraction of a second. Or set in space to reorganise
the flow of time. The complexity of space-time is compressed
into a surface that troubles scholars.
Behind each surface, a complex series of chemical negotiations.
Cosmic interactions make mundane suburbs; Supernovas are
visible in blades of grass. The day is owned by a mass of hot
plasma that rises overhead without the slightest surprise.
Light bends as it moves from one substance to another: this
refraction is visible in the twinkling of stars, the glinting of
crystal, the way water abstracts the bodies within it.
What you see here is a studied effect: years of careful
construction that assume an immediate form. What remains
unseen is the pure physical effort of holding and honing an idea
that it might become seemingly effortless and distilled. Look!
The light is already fading. Pixel and grain dance, dislodging
themselves from sight. Objects are redrawn in halftone.
Everything is just beginning.

Lee Mackinnon

C

ast a thought towards what must be an opaque object, solid
enough, large enough to create a dwelling space of a complete
shadow. What is the object that creates this complete shadow
or umbra; what is this opaque object that blocks light and
therefore vision? And that also potentially blocks the thought
cast towards it?				
Perhaps this object is the eye, or ‘I’, itself. It is the ‘point whence
I see’, and is the obstacle of my inspection and the point of my
being in the world. We are in the place of our seeing and so
obstruct our own vision, on how we look at things. At this point
of seeing, looking produces as Chris Marker would have it ‘a
vision that defeats the eye’, a vision that cannot be grasped by
looking but lies in the experience of rhythms, undercurrents
of thought and process, almost tidal in their imperceptibility,
caused by the gravitational pull and obstinate intrusion of
this opaque (blind) object; this thing that does not give, that
does not illuminate, that is there, simply there, dense and
compacted, while obstructing a vision of what is there by
looking at the possibility of the hidden in the shadow of the
eye.				
And perhaps this shadow cast by one’s own eye is the central
core of what we love. The central core that enables us to move
in ways by which we do not see with, or even need, our eyes. A
visual practice that does not look, but that relies on the umbra,
the shadow of its own object, in order to create, within one’s
own practice, a relation with the planetary rhythms of others
and of oneself.				
And it is this connection to others and the persistence of the
overseeing opacity of the eye that is at the core also of the
paradox of a group exhibition. Particularly when the works
are by people who have been together for a period of time.
Perhaps even and more generally, it performs the paradox
of being an artist today, because as Alexander Kluge sees it
introspection, a looking into the self, is the only authority from
which you can obtain advice and produce a work. But, and at
the same time, collaboration and forming connections is the
only political solution to gaining courage in a world in which
the orchestrated flow of information and its pathways are as
dense as the shadow of individuality itself. The only solution,
in fact, to counter reality’s systemic terror and its established
hierarchies of how the ‘I’ is organized.		
Within this paradox Kluge calls for ‘a garden of cooperation’.
He also calls it ‘an oasis within the desert’, sometimes jungle,
sometimes canal-digging. There are many forms of imaginary
gardens, he says, within which he suggests we develop a
dragonfly eye, whose optical complexity diffracts the opacities
that form through the algorithmic tendency to reduce
difference, incrementally. And to see instead a practice, or
practices, that are at once individual but can also be dialogically
read ‘through one another’.
			
It has been a great pleasure and privilege to be one of the
people who have worked with such a strong group of individual
and heartfelt artists.
						
		
David Mollin

Ines: The story of a woman whose life was stolen is a

Carlos Alba is a Madrid-born, London-based visual artist

complex installation that portrays and expresses the pain

working mainly with photography, video, painting, installation

of Inés, my grandmother, who was a woman that suffered

and performance. His work focuses on human and non-human

domestic abuse from her husband, my grandfather. After

relations in the modern world, especially in subjects related

years of abuse by her partner, her interpretation of the family

with his life. He engages with his art work as a form of therapy

album changed; she gave a new meaning to it when she cut off

to understand his feelings, his past, his masculinity, and his

the head of my grandfather from all the family photographs.

fears. He explores issues from everyday life, especially those

This act provides us with a collective imagination, a visual

which affect vulnerable living beings. His tools are objects and

interpretation of the pain she suffered in her life. I am working

archives that help him to arrive at the art he makes.

with her archive, family photographs, and X-rays, to show one
of the many stories that, unfortunately, thousands of women
share; women whose lives were stolen gender abuse.

@carlosalbaphoto | carlosalba.com

In Residue, the dust I’ve collected serves as a language to

Laura Blight is a photographer and visual artist from Essex.

communicate the human bodies’ resilience but in equal measure

Her current practice explores the play between the strange and

its fragility, taking up to two years to decompose. An organic

familiar in domestic settings, alongside faux environments. In

material predominantly made up of human hair and skin, dust

the physical and psychological space of the bathroom, Laura

is a physical manifestation of our human trace in the world. The

poses questions of human existence through materiality. Laura

aesthetics of the faux bathroom are juxtaposed by covering the

adopts an intuitive approach to image making, where presence

surface of everyday objects in organic matter, aiming to disrupt

or rather absence is evidenced, investigating Julia Kristeva’s ideas

the viewers perception of the space and alluding to what should

of abjection.

be kept concealed. Dust functions as a by-product of the real and
a vital layer of our dense reality. Void of physical, human presence
but deeply interwoven with memories and emotions.

@laurablight | laurablight.com

The Swage is an attempt to initiate a conversation on
interchangeable gaze, oppression, and desires. I appropriate
images with blatant and even violent titles from pornography
websites, print them out, place them on underwear and scan
them. I am fascinated by the near suffocating effect from
the scanner and the tactility and intimacy of both paper
and fabric. The found material is presented in collages with
original photography displaying my voyeuristic observation of
a hegemonic masculinity and fragments of life. The contrast
between the high resolution scanned background and the
deliberately blurred casual snapshots is a mix of “high” and “low”,
blending what is mainstream and what is marginalised. With my
constant interest in various manifestations of masculinity and
how they relate to racialised subjectivities and the male body,
I hope to give voice to an under-represented segment of the
population, a segment of which I am a part.

@BoiHugo is a non-binary artist based between Beijing and
London. ‘@Boihugo’ in itself is an online avatar. Born ‘Han Zhang’,
they didn’t want to call themselves by their real name because
they thought it would be better to see how people respond to
the work in a space without immediately connecting it to their
nationality. Also ‘Boi’ is a term used within the queer community
to refer to a person’s sexual and gender identities. Using a mixture
of appropriated images and texts mostly from dating apps and
pornography websites, staged photographs, and daily voyeuristic
snapshots, the artist is interested in power, masculinities and
intersectionality.

@BoiHugo | boihugo.com

Populace’s Neverland reflects my thoughts of gardens in
urban areas which, I think, are the intermediary between nature
and its urban residents. The work observes gardens from an
uncommon and intimate angle by deconstructing the garden
into small pieces. In spite of the indivisible connection between
nature, gardens and its urban residents, I strongly feel the
distance between each element in my practice, especially The
neverland built by the residents becomes a metaphor of the gap
between cities and real nature. Amplifying the distance between
gardens and urban residents. As Richard Reynolds says, ‘we can
only gain shared and limited enjoyment from gardens, since we
do not own the land and do not have permissions to change
anything over it’.

Xiaoyang Chen is a visual artist based in London and Shanghai.
Her works focuses on staged portraits which she believes, is
a combination of the fictional and the real. She is attracted
by the journey we undertake in life as well as the details in
daily observations we often ignore. Through the camera she
observes the world from its uncanny details where she hopes
her audience would relate to their own narratives. Her practice
examines the connections between nature, urbanity, and
human presence.

@ chenxiaoyangfoto | elainecxy@hotmail.com

Sacred Iconographic Motives in Family Photography sets

Lali Constantine is a British visual artist based in London,

to research the links between photographic imagery and

working with the medium of photography. Lali explores images

orthodox iconography—in particular the role that light plays

as subjects of memory, focusing particularly on photography

within both media and its representation in material. The work

and the sacred, in religious and domestic contexts. She is

analyses the extent to which photography is and can be used

interested in the ways in which family photographs are used,

as a tool for the formation of a sacred image or a tool for use

arranged, and displayed, often taking on the status of sacred

in iconography to create an icon.

objects.

@laliqueconstantine | lalique.constantine@gmail.com

If you don’t share, were you really there? depicts the

Aurelie Crisetig is a Swiss visual artist based in London and

behaviour of museum visitors and their relationship to art

Vevey. Aurelie uses photography as a tool to explore the

institutions through their use of social photography. The act of

interaction between human beings and public spaces.

photography is turned back onto the gallery visitor, questioning
the relevance of the art museum in a world saturated by digital
images. The parallel created between the physical absence of
the exhibited artwork and the perpetual flow of ephemeral
images posted online questions the phenomenological
encounter and contemporary relationship between real and
digital spaces.

@aureliecrisetig | acrisetig.com

In A Shiny Indifference, the irrationality of our globalised
world is explored though everyday objects - staged, reflected
and warped by the camera in a series of contemporary still life
photographs and sculptures. This seemingly mad rejection of
our self-preservation is manifested through the environmental
catastrophe faced by our planet which rages on, whilst those
responsible are not held sufficiently to account. My work
focuses attention on the materials synonymous with this crisis.
Now more than ever, we are aware of the impact that the
production and disposal of man-made materials has on the
environment. Nonetheless, these items provide vital domestic
functions. Taken from their usual context and placed before
the camera, they tell a different story, invite us to question
the complexity of consumption and urge us to consider the
powerful systems of control that are at play.

Clare Hoddinott s a London based artist using photography
as her primary discipline. Her work visualises the complex
interplay between objects and people and explores themes of
truth and power in the modern world. Her practice takes place
using almost entirely hand-made, pre-production processes;
rejecting the inference that today’s visual culture should be
controlled by high-tech, sophisticated mechanisms.

@_cl_are__ | clarehoddinott.co.uk

Homopropagandais is a project that aims to explore the life
of the Queer minority in Poland. The situation of the LGBTQ+
community in Poland is poor; with the rise of the right wing
to power, tension has been created around this issue. The
people in power do not recognise the needs and rights of the
LGBTQ+ minority; they do not address the subject in the media
either, and if they do, they usually denigrate it. Polish society is
strongly divided—neo-Nazi movements are becoming stronger
and more visible. As part of the Polish LGBTQ+ community
myself, I feel deeply angered by this situation. The collages in

Mada Alicja Pucilowska is a Polish-born, London-based visual
artist who mostly works within the medium of photography. Her
practice usually focuses on issues around social justice, such as
LGBTQ+ community and women’s rights. Concepts of identity
and belonging are very prominent in her practice, mostly but not
completely, the notions of national, sexual and gender identity.
She is particularly concerned about current events in Poland,
especially the rise of nationalism and homophobia. Both a visualactivist and an artist, she strongly believes that her practice should
be motivated by change, and starting a conversation about
difficult topics.

Homopropaganda are made from found images, and personal
archive, providing commentary about the current sociopolitical situation in Poland
@madaalicja | mada-photography.co.uk

Re-collections is a series including a pair of favourite designer
shoes, a job evaluation from the 1970s, and a hat knitted from a
grandmother for her to-be adopted grandson—these are some
of the most sentimental objects for ten people close to me.
Re-collections explores the relationship between objects and
people, objects and memory, the literal and the abstract. Using
plasticine, each person created something that connects them
to their object of choice. Extracting keywords from each person’s
written story (all of whom have Greek as their first language),
I split them into four categories: family, feelings, objects and
dates. I then digitally turn each letter to a sound; words become
abstracted: hints, patterns, parts of a puzzle. Displayed in a glass
plinth, like how museum artefacts would, the objects and words
stay true to their importance. The viewer must is encouraged to
look at them at close proximity, creating intimacy with each one
of them.

Mariel Kouveli is an interdisciplinary artist based in London,
working primarily with photography. Often described as ‘quirky’
and ‘playful’, her work seeks to examine and analyse human
interactions amongst themselves and their surroundings.
Family and friends are many times the central focus, with
close-up portraits, archival photographs, and collages being
some of the ways that the works are produced.

@marielkouveli | marielkouveli@hotmail.com

Were you a flower to tuck away? (From a traditional Malay
poem) I grew up on a diet of Disney and Carl’s Jr. Apart from
having Chinese dishes at home, the rest of my childhood was
spent consuming the West: DK encyclopaedias, McDonald’s
drive throughs, and Enid Blyton. I grew up wanting to emulate
the fair-skinned lady on TV; it wasn’t just her appearance I was
after—her lifestyle inhabited my subconscious. I rejected my
Peranakan heritage almost completely in my teenage years—it
was too familiar to be desired, and it just wasn’t ‘exotic’ enough.
A decade later and here I am, stringing remains together,
retrieving forgotten memorabilia from what feels like a past life.
Reactivating the photographs from my grandmother’s funeral,
I attempt to bridge the time-space gap with that of my own
images. Hours spent threading chrysanthemums (a Chinese
symbol of loss and healing) developed into contemplation on a
salvaged heritage—real or imagined.

Elizabeth Gabrielle Lee is an artist based between London
and Singapore. Her work navigates the nuances and intricacies
that arise out of constructed history and memory. Themes of
displacement and nostalgia weave in and out of her storytelling,
whilst working upon central human issues such as belonging
and loss. Drawing from the politics of identity, ethnography,
and linguistics, her work is an attempt to reexamine the
structures of recall and perception. By re-negotiating the ‘Us’
and ‘Them’ dynamic through visual and textual interventions,
her practice works to rethink a singular history, steering
narratives toward alternate and fluid territories.

@egl.land | egl.land

華厳滝 Kegon Falls is one of the most popular tourist destinations
in Japan. In 1903, a Japanese student Fujimura Misao jumped into
the waterfall after writing the famous farewell poem ‘巌頭之感’.
His suicide was considered as the first “metaphysical suicide” in
Japan. In the four years following his death, 185 people attempted
to jump from the waterfall, making Kegon Falls became a famous
suicide spot. The story behind the beauty of the natural attraction
is what interests me. Through Kegon Falls, the death of Fujimura
can be seen. But death is not an event, and we cannot authentically
experience another’s death. Rather, the death of others shows us
that we are alive. Seeing through appearances and facing death,
knowing that we are all, as Heidegger says, ‘being towards death’,
accepting our death and projecting our life constitutes a mode for
authentic being in the world.

Teng MA is a visual artist and fine art photographer based
in London and Guangzhou. He is interested in exploring the
boundaries of photography and what lies behind a photograph.
Teng works on creating immersive artistic experiences by
integrating photography, video, and sound. In the recent work,
Teng focuses on the study of the theory from Martin Heidegger,
Japanese aesthetics including Zen, wabi-sabi, and miyabi, and
the philosophy of Chinese ink wash printing. He investigates
the concept of embodiment as it relates to viewers’ sensations,
visual, olfactory, and tactual. Teng believes that only when the
viewer generates a personal feeling towards an artwork can
the artwork be regarded as meaningful to its viewer.

@mateng_mt | mateng.photography

Rash is a project focussing on tropical plants cultivated in
foreign countries and their interactions with urban landscape.
It comes from my interest in exploring how the imaginaries
of contemporary lifestyle can be shaped by botanical history
during the colonial period since the 16th century. The botanical
garden is a perfect example of European colonial conquest; it
showcases a great variety of plants collected from around the
world during the colonial period. In botanical gardens, cacti
can be grown under the same roof as orchids, ignoring the fact
that their origins stretch from Asia to South America. I grew
up in Taiwan, a sub-tropical country and a former colony. To
witness bamboo planted beside palm trees in Kew Gardens is
unsettling. I also observed that the specific tropical plants are
favoured internationally as aesthetic houseplants. My empathy
for tropical plants away from home informs my work on this
project, as I seek to explore their situation through my images.

Crystal Y. F. Pan is a photo-based artist, whose images blends
saturated colors and controlled compositions to explore the
state of alienation within contemporary settings. Born and
based in Taipei, Taiwan, where the densely populated city is
close to the Pacific Ocean and high altitude mountains, her
practice reflects the features of her birthplace and revolves
around the complex relationship between people, city, and
nature.

@babeinacorner | crystalpanyf.com

Luminous Numinous, The Inner Identity of Light explores

Roman Perona is a Spanish-born, London-based artist

the concept of the soul in portrait photography as light

dedicated to the exploration of transpersonal identity through

radiation of transpersonal energy. The technical identity of the

photographic introspection. The intention behind his work is to

individuals portrayed in this series has been transposed by

address metaphysical questions about the phenomenology of

photographic means into a transcendental dimension. Perona

existential identity in relation to photography. Perona looks for

has worked with analogue process to summon the alchemical

ulterior photographic dimensions where identity is extended

potency of photography, manifesting the luminous essences

beyond its material premises. Perona firmly believes that it is

of the sitters. Behind Luminous Numinous is the philosophy of
Mulla Sadra, an Iranian theologian from the 17th century who

possible to create images through photographic means that

reflected on the nature of the soul and its connection to light.

alongside reason and science. Perona uses photography not to

For Sadra, the light of existence shines through all things in the

evidence any empirical truth, not to answer any question, not

universe with different modulations and intensities; everything

to support any beliefs but, in Carl G. Jung’s words, ‘to cultivate

is made of the same unifying light that is existence itself.

thoughts that can never be proved’.

serve as maps of meaning to navigate the mysteries of existence

@romanperona | romanperona.com

Afterglow examines the experience of photography and the
relationship between the audience and light. The framed
photographic print, conveys the real world in front of the camera.
The photographic camera-based print focuses on objects of
the world, rather than the medium of light which empowers
the photographic process. Afterglow focuses on the viewer’s
experience with light. The performance of light changes as its
stops being consumed by the camera; a light sensitive surface is
no longer the receiver of light, the receiver is the audience. The
installation in the exhibition is the result of a series of darkroom
and self-built camera based experiments. Following the
production of darkroom prints made with only light, coloured
filters and a prism, another print will be produced during the
exhibition. The production of the print and light in its active role
are seen, whilst the print remains hidden. Light is perceived and
becomes active.

Scott Perry is a photographic artist specialising in analogue and
alternative processes of image making. His focus is on light itself,
either in the darkroom or within the exhibition space, as opposed
to the camera per se. Traditionally, his work has focused on xed
photographic prints, however his practice has developed into
installation based modes of presentation focusing on the response
and relationship between the work and viewer. The encounter
with the photographic material is of particular interest to Scott,
allowing him to investigate the boundaries of photography within
his theoretical and practical practice. He has a great passion for
education; sharing photographic skills and techniques. Scott
has delivered and worked on multiple alternative process and
photographic workshops.

@thescott_perry | scottperryphoto.org

Serene Secrets. has a strong connection to emotions, it also has
its own emotions; a small drop creates huge ripples that effect
everything near and far. Water is serene, it creates the feeling of
tranquillity, peacefulness and the feeling of having no troubles.
Water also Refracts Light. The concept is; the letter people receive
represents water, the secret they reveal is light. But how they
reveal the secret through water, through the anonymous letter
with possibly fake names is where light is refracted. The Light is
Refracted in Water. The Secret is Revealed one way or another
through a Letter. The letter allows the participant to feel serene, to
feel as though the weight of their secret has been lifted from their
shoulders, their light has been released into water and refracted
enough to be presented in public. However, the letters I receive
may never reach who they were intended for.

Emilie Hannah Pratt is a British visual artist, originally from
Hartlepool, England however she lived the majority of her life in
Penang, Malaysia. In both instances she was always surrounded
by water, which is a large influence of Emilie’s art practise.

@pratt.photography.blog / prattphotographyblog.wordpress.com

Mental States of Exile is imbued in my personal history of striking
political events leading to exile. Drawing on the tradition of mirror
artwork from my native Iran and modern Western abstraction,
each photographic image in the series consists of deconstructed
and reconstructed landscapes from personally significant places
in my Swedish homeland. These artificial-natural landscapes
appear on a chador; a semicircle black garment veiling women in
Iran. Here the chador plays a dual role, a night sky and a symbolic
dark background alluding to the historical events forcing millions
of Iranians to leave their homes. On each image, remediated
cartographic signs indicating orientation, measurement, borders,
or monuments can be found. Bringing together Iran and Sweden
I seek to tailor an ambiguous space where all elements have
escaped their original meaning. New hybrid formations emerge,
speaking of dislocation and displacement as a result of exile, while
simultaneously reaching for a direction home.

Nazanin Raissi (Farsi:
) is born in Tehran, Iran
in 1981. She immigrated with her family to Sweden, aged six.
Nazanin works as a clinical psychologist and visual artist in
Gothenburg, Sweden. Her artistic practice is grounded in research
concerned with the complex role of others in identity formation.
Consequential for Nazanin’s artistic practice is the visual fusion
of unexpected elements, creating a space where new hybrid
positions appear.

@nazaninraissi | nazaninraissi.com

Undercurrent uses the concepts of Mono No Aware (a

Shi Ronghui is an artist based in London and Shanghai. Her

sensitivity to ephemera) and Yūgen (the subtle profundity

work explores the subtle relationship between the fluidity

of things), aiming to investigate the complexity and mystery

of objects and human sensation on the basis of oriental

within objects in oriental aesthetics. Undercurrent re-examines

aesthetics.

the relationship between people and objects to explore the
impermanence of the current world we live in. I attempt
to recreate an indescribable and unspeakable atmosphere
through darkness, where the gaze becomes transfixed as if
performing a meditative process. I placed objects such as
a leaking balloon and a used soap into a dark environment.
Tranced by a single moment, the rhythm of life within the
objects becomes an undercurrent that affects the inner spirit
of the viewer.
info.shironghui@gmail.com | ronghuishi.com

Redacted originates from Domestic Abuse figures for England

Abi Pym is an English photographer hailing from a background in

and Wales for the year ending March 2017. In the last year,

fashion and textile design. Her work focuses on the relationship

an estimated 1.9 million adults aged between 16-59 years,

between fashion, commercial photography and fine art.

experienced domestic abuse, of which 713,000, were men.
Redacted focuses on the differing and interactive relationships
between fashion and commercial genres as well as fine art in
consideration of their portrayal of domestic abuse.
‘I always say beauty is the sharpest tool in the box if you want to
make people feel something.’ - Richard Mosse.
My work seeks to question whether they are suitable mediums
to discuss such important political, ethical and social issues.
Also, whether they can be successfully influential in promoting
awareness. A true personal account provided by a domestic
abuse sufferer assists the series in an audio interview formation.

@the_designer_photographer_ | abipym@outlook.com

τέχνη is a mixture of digital media such as video, 3D rendering,

Alessia Stranieri is a London based artist mainly working with

and sound. It is the product of the mind-meld between 3 artists

photography, video and computer-generated imagery. Her

working remotely from London, Seoul and Porto. My research

approach to visual arts is deeply connected to geometry and basic

starts with a personal need to investigate the real nature of

shapes, statuary poses and surrounding spaces; colours act as

art and how this is being used within our society. Just as with

glue and basis of all of her works. Her visual and sonic aesthetic

the camera obscura or the cinematograph, artists have always

is neat and precise, lighting and environments are realistic and

worked with all kinds of new media available to them, but in

familiar. Crucial to her works are the use of materials and textures

order to keep up with the ever-changing technology, artists are

that often define an element of uncanny and disorder. Her new

now creating works that are not only mere objects: art itself is

body of work is focused on the relationship between artists and

therefore becoming more and more intangible, less and less

new technology. It investigates and examines how the role of

static. Artists today are not borderline characters on the fringes

the artist has changed over time, going back to a more genuine

of society anymore, they are not only quirky creatives, they are

and literal meaning of art as τέχνη (tékhnē) = craft and artist as

also inventors, they are technicians. Ultimately they can decide

craftsman.

how they are going to show a certain technology to the world
and in what way.

@alessia_stranieri | alessiastranieri.com

Third Day Resurrection is a symbolic performance that

Edward

demonstrates my personal relationship to Faith. My testimonies

Bermudan Heritage, currently residing in London. Edward is

are memories and reflections. Third Day Resurrection challenges

a multidisciplinary artist who works in photography, film and

the still image and creates a convictable experience through my

performance. Edward’s work focuses on the impact that religion

performance that will be embedded in the viewer’s mind and soul.

makes culturally and socially in our society. He has travelled across

Third Day Resurrection reveals a part of my soul that bares truth

the global photographing and researching the evolving structures

to a committed relationship in a ceremony that demonstrates

of faith in societies. Swan attempts to reform and redirect your

love and grace to spirit of the earth and the creator.

thoughts towards a different aesthetic that rebels against the

William

Swan

Jr.

is

a

norm culturally, socially and religiously.

@ews.fa | edwardwswan.myportfolio.com

British-American

with

The Tree that Bleeds White Gold. In 1876, 70,000 Pará rubber

Marvin Tang is a Singaporean artist who uses photography,

seeds were removed from Brazil and transported to the Royal

moving image, and objects to visualise phenomena that

Botanical Gardens, Kew. A year later, 22 Pará Rubber seeds were

surfaces through the act of control. His research questions

transported to the Singapore Botanical Garden through Kew.

the linearity of historical narratives and examines the notion

By 1912, Brazil’s monopoly on the rubber trade ends. The Tree

of collective identities. His work builds on the multiple layers

that Bleeds White Gold is part of a larger body of work titled

of cause and effect propagating from political decision-making

‘The Colony’. ‘The Colony’ examines the impact of the colonial

to shifting social structures. He is particularly interested in

botanical institutes and its repercussions toward the movement

applying this research to Singapore, attempting to investigate

of seeds, plants, and people. The research investigates the

its own historical account and relationship to her expanded

botanical institutes’ past and present roles, in an attempt to

narratives across the globe.

examine its underlying agendas.

@tang.marvin | marvintang.co

Pensive Images. My current project explores self-emotions and
poetry through still and moving images. To take a photo is to
strip it from the original context. When people look at a photo in
a new environment, they are not able to see its original context.
As a result the meaning of the photograph is obscured. Through
this absence and disconnection, photography makes it possible
to express my perception and fantasy of the reality. All images in
the project come from the accumulation of my daily black-white
snapshots. They are captured through intuition. My practice tries
to establish a visual language to communicate my emotions
through poetical images; transforming the reality into illusionary
and dream-like scenery. This imagery originates from my own
subconsciousness.

Yinting Tang is a photographer and video artist based in
Shanghai and London. Her early works are mainly staged
photography. Currently she focuses on intuitive snapshots. Her
practice is always themed on personal perception, dreams and
subconsciousness, exploring this world from an internal female
perspective. Meanwhile, her theoretical research focuses on the
relationship between the essence of photography and psychology.

@yintingtang | yintingtang.com

is a project searching for a continuous new image and the

Inês Velez was born in Lisbon-born, London-based artist. Her

deconstruction of the photographic apparatus, in this age of the

practice explores the materiality of the photographic apparatus.

digital and hyper-documented. I have appropriated CMY negatives

She develops her practice by exploring the photographic object

(CYAN, MAGENTA, YELLOW) which were collected from a kiosk

and its contemporary place and existence. Her aesthetic is often

self-service machine. This is a printing mechanism that transforms

characterised by the stillness of objects and influenced with ideas

a digital file into a fast print photograph. The negatives produced

of sculpture and drawing.

by the machine becomes the material for a new sculptural object,
which becomes a new photograph at the end. Due to this overlay
of coloured layers, the image fades and blends, losing its original
content and authorship. Influenced by my father and grandfather,
who both are printmakers, the history of photographic process
always played a key role to how I understand photography.

@velez.ines@gmail.com | inesvelez.com

Infinite is a surrealist film exploring consumerist society. It is
from a wider body of work titled ‘Shop Windows’. The work is
inspired by the myth of Uroboros, interpreting the snake that
bit its own tail as the consumer in today’s world. The voiceover
breaks the balance of the film as an authoritative presence,
and not just a narrator. Furthermore, tricks are used to lead
the audience to reflect the conflicting elements.

Qiongji (Revelin) Wu from is an artist from China currently
living in London. Revelin`s main concern is to question and
research consumerism in society. His work explores the
themes of capitalism and consumer behaviour. He explores
these issues through photography, video, drawing, sculpture
and performance.

@revelin_wuzz | welkinart.co.uk

The Polymorph is an imagined creature inspired by the

Jessie Edwards-Thomas is a visual artist based in Britain. She

symbols and structures of belonging and power in Western

originates from Snowdonia, North Wales. Her artistic practice

society. However, The Polymorph is also a fragile, tangible,

explores the individual through gender, mental health, and

otherly creature composed of earthly materials. Exploring

the individual’s placement within society. Jessie’s work focuses

themes of loneliness and alienation, The Polymorph is trapped

on the individual’s need for belonging within the constructs of

in an age old story, a narrative repeating itself over and

society. She uses the relationship between the photographer

over, searching for home—a place to be ‘me’ with ‘you’. The

and the sitter to investigate these ideas as part of the image.

Polymorph was born from my unease with the representation

Her current practice explores key themes surrounding symbols

of the individual today, and more so the connection of the

and structure, identity, power and connection through

individual to others in society. I turned to fiction, where

storytelling.

imagination is power, crossing the borders of reality into myth.
Here, the individual can venture into uncharted landscapes
and become truly alien.
@jessieedwardsthomas | jessieedwardsthomas.co.uk

Spectral Realities is a moving image that questions the limits

Sandra Furtschegger is a visual artist and creative researcher. Her

of representation. With its haunting figures, the images unsettle

focus lays on dismantling dominant dichotomies of the concept of

the stabilities of the sign of the ‘ghost’ in visual culture. This

the border in its widest sense. The physical act of walking plays

instability calls up a more eclectic understanding of seeing and

an important role in her artistic practice as well. Her poetic and

visuality. My ghosts are social figures; I use them as a metaphor

socio-political works are often realised in a diverse range of media,

to refer to ‘spectral’ realities associated with themes of dislocation

including installation, video, photography, and works on paper.

and migration. The abstracted imagery and sounds are used to
uncover the social antagonism of refusing to cohabitate, touch,
and share social spaces. The abstraction of the subjects show how
bodies are de/reformed by visualising them in a complex set of
temporal and spatial relations to the Self and Other. By playing
with the concept of inbetweenness, I would like to offer a space for
strange encounters, which are as tactile as it is visual, challenging
the audience’s perception of realities.
@sandrafurtschegger | sandra.furtschegger@hotmail.com

In Attention, I play the role of a voyeur. In this work I hid myself in
my private space and placed the camera behind the ‘window’. The
window becomes the dividing line between the private and the
public space. Attention is an interpretation of Hitchcock’s Rear
Window. I am the outsider looking into stranger’s private spaces.
They transform into spots of light under the investigation of my
camera, unaware of my presence. Through the video, I invade the
privacy that these strangers crave, yet leaving just enough space
for them to perform their life. The work is an appeal not to focus
on the pursuit or consumption of authenticity, but to focus instead
on the conservation of their private space.

Yangyang Wang is a fine art photographer based in Wenzhou and
London. She is interested in using critical discourse analysis to look
at the world in which she lives. We are now living in a full-blown
surveillance society. Surveillance cameras are installed in streets,
stores and every public area, to identify a person, track that person
and record that person. We are accustomed to photographing
and spreading photographs in everyday spaces. In her recent
work, she explores the connection between photography and
the surveillance society, thinking about the relationship between
photographers and subject, the boundaries between public space
and private sphere. Yangyang believes that we rely too much on
photography to invade the most intimate spaces of others.

@valentina_yangyang | yangyangphotography@gmail.com

A Re-Living of Past. We travel to various places, meet different
people and experience a vast number of scenarios through our
life. As time passes, all these memories begin to fade away. We
often categorise our memories; some are special moments which
we deliberately remember. Others are daily experiences and
feelings which we unconsciously memorise. All these memories
are buried in our subconscious. At times there are moments that
match those within our memory, which is the phenomenon déjà
vu. My project is about the involuntary memory of déjà vu. As
reflected by Mary Bergstein, photographs are often perceived
as mirrors to our memories. I collected different fragments
of daily life through photography, in the hopes that my work
would remind its viewers of their past memories, films they have
watched or something they’ve seen or sensed in their dreams.

Lingling Du is a photographer who was born in China and
currently lives in London. She studied interior design in her
BA, where she developed her interest in photography. Lingling
is currently exploring the theme of memory through analogy
photography. Lingling’s work is subtle, suggesting a troubled
psyche beneath the surface. She is interested in blurring the
line between the normal and the paranormal, fiction and reality.

@gnil1522 | lynnnnn1522@gmail.com
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MAP.18 would like to say a big heart felt thank you to the following
people:
David Mollins, Val Williams, Jananne Al-Ani, Lee Mackinnon, Paul Tebbs,
Wiebke Leister, Doug Fishbone, Dallas Seitz, Victoria Ahrens, Jelena,
Stojković, Ellen Mara De Wachter, Justin Coombes, Claire Hiscock,
Wendy Ennis, Mary Jennings, Daniel Salmon, Burkhard Vogeler, Adrian
Wood, Louis Porter, Tony Yard, Wil Wilary-Attew, Rahel Zoller, Natalie
Murphy.
Many thanks to our prize givers from different aspects of photographic
practice: Sproxton Award for Photography, Photofusion, Photoworks,
Metro Imaging, , Photomonitor and Parallax Photographic.
A huge thank you to the final show catalouge team: Marvin Tang, Laura
Blight, Roman Perona, Inês Velez and Shi Ronghui. Also to our proof
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A big thank you to our curatorial team: Val Williams, Clare Hoddinott,
Mada Alicja Pucilowska, Nazanin Raissi, Inês Velez and Jessie EdwardThomas.
Many thanks to our course reps – Jessie Edward-Thomas and Carlos
Alba.
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